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● Bold moves

‘You can’t wish away competition’
Shanvi Srivastava

joins the ranks
of the new breed

of young actors in
Kannada film indus-
try who believe only
quality work and not
quantity will take
them to the top.

She didn’t know
anything about acting
or what went into the
making of a cinema,
until she got her first
big break with ‘Lovely’
in Telugu.

She recollects hav-
ing worked very hard
to hone her skills on
the technical front as
well.

Her Sandalwood
projects like ‘Master-
piece’, opposite Yash,
and ‘Bhale Jodi’with
Sumanth, have done ex-
tremely well. Shanvi
talks to Nina C George
about her projects and
how being choosy has
paid her rich dividends.

You have different
shades to the character
you play in ‘Saheba’.
Tell us about it.
Yes, I have multiple shades to
my character. Every shade
comes with its own peculiari-
ties. It wasn’t easy to essay the
different emotions but I con-
sider the experience worth my
time. This is also the first time,
I am acting opposite
Manoranjan, veteran actor V
Ravichandran’s son. I thought
he would have an air about
himself because he comes
from a family of actors and
producers but I was wrong.

He is a humble and down-to-
earth person.

What’s your role like in
‘Gandu Endare Gandu’ oppo-
site Ganesh and your expe-
rience of working with di-
rector Ramesh Aravind?
The movie is a remake of Tel-
ugu film, ‘Bhale Bhale Maga-
divoy’and I play the role of a
classical dancer and teacher.
It’s a love story and the
movie traces the life of a
man who loses his memory.

I am not allowed to give away
too much about the storyline.
Working with Ramesh sir
has been a great learning
experience because he ex-
plains the script and the char-
acter in such a way that even
an ordinary person can under-
stand. As a director, he does
well to extract the best from
you.

You seem to be very selec-
tive in choosing your proj-
ects...

Yes, I am. After my debut in
Telugu film, ‘Lovely ‘and de-
but in Kannada with ‘Chan-
dralekha’, I was flooded with
a lot of offers but I had to re-
ject most of them because
they weren’t of the quality I
expected them to be. I want
to work on projects with a
solid content and quality
rather than just anything
that comes my way.

Does the competition in
the film industry matter
to you?
Competition indirectly
boosts my confidence
and challenges me to
perform better. Healthy
competition is necessary
to get ahead and you
really can’t wish away
competition from just
about any profession.

Heroines have a short-
lived career. Do you
agree?
Yes, I think so to. I’ve seen
many actors, especially
women, who don’t last
more than 10 years, in
the film industry. Also,
ageing is visible more

on a woman’s face than
on that of a man. To get quali-
ty work, actors have to work
really hard, to stay fit and look
good.

Your mantra to staying fit?
I work out almost everyday.
It is tough to sometimes
hit the gym after a long day
at work but I make it a point
to snap out of my laziness
and work out for sometime.
This not only energises me
but leaves me feeling positive.

CHOOSY Shanvi Srivastava

● Urban vegetation

The depleting green cov-
er in the Central Busi-
ness District areas as

well as Whitefield, Hebbal and
KR Puram have become a
cause of concern. According
to environmentalists, authori-
ties have failed to strike a bal-
ance between urban develop-
ment and urban vegetation
resulting in soaring levels of
pollution across the City.

There is a need to plant spe-
cific species of trees along the
sides and medians of the road
to shield the City from high
levels of pollution, explains T
V Ramachandra, faculty of In-
dian Institute of Science.

Ramachandra points out
that the existing exotic plants
that are planted along road
sides, such as Gulmohar,
Bougainvillea and other flow-
ering plants, must be replaced

with Neem, Honge, Tamarind,
Peepal and Champak trees.
These species fall under the
category of urban vegetation
as they reduce increasing
pollution levels and render the
air clean.

He says that urban vegeta-
tion plays a vital role in mod-
erating micro-climate, seques-
tering greenhouse gases, such
as carbon dioxide, and also as-
sist the percolation of ground
water.

“Maintenance of green cov-
er is the need of the hour in
urban areas. The selection of
plant species to be planted at
the road sides and along medi-
ans require utmost care. Exot-
ic species flower greatly, but
fail to withstand harsh wind
and after certain age, the
roots fail to hold the tree to
the soil, resulting in them get-

ting uprooted during mon-
soon. These also release a lot
of pollen into the atmosphere
which trigger several lung-re-
lated illnesses and allergies,”
says Ramachandra.

Urban planners, mean-
while, point out that every
township must compulsorily
have 15% of open space like
parks and walkways which
is currently not the case in
Bengaluru.

Unfortunately, the empha-
sis is on beautifying buildings
and structures, rather than
maintaining green cover. This
has resulted in the indiscrimi-
nate felling of trees.

Ashwin Mahesh, an expert
on urban planning, says, “The
pavements must be designed
and planned to not only ac-
commodate walkers but leave
space for trees to be planted.

Currently, the pavements are
being designed around trees
which have broad trunks. This
design narrows down the
pavements making it difficult
for more trees to be planted,”
he says. He sees the need for
urban vegetation not only on
Hosur Road, Whitefield and
K R Puram but in some of
the busy stretches within the
City too.

Those propagating the con-
cept of urban vegetation while
suggesting the planting of na-
tive tree species on the road
sides, explain that medians
need smaller trees that do not
obstruct the movement of ve-
hicles.

Elaborating this view, envi-
ronmentalist A N Yellappa
Reddy says an experiment in-
volving urban vegetation and
other factors involved in it,
such as rainwater harvesting
and groundwater percolation,
have been carried out near
Hebbal.

“Here, we planted some
trees and created pores in
the median and by the side of
the road which helped divert
the rainwater into the
ground. It also prevented
flooding on the road during
the monsoons,”explains
Yellappa.

He believes these specific
species of trees help trap al-
most 500 kg to one tonne
of particulate dust matter
released from the vehicles
and other dust from construc-
tion-related activities.

He states that there is an ur-
gent need to strike a balance
between urban vegetation and
urban planning. “Urban vege-
tation reduces the road sur-
face temperature which indi-
rectly reduces the heat in the
atmosphere. Planned urban
vegetation improves the quali-
ty of life and reduces lung-re-
lated issues among people.”
Nina C George

Going for the
green

CHOKED Environmentalists point out the need to plant specific species of trees along the
sides and medians in busy areas, like KR Puram, to shield the City from pollution.

● Getting candid

W ith movies like
‘Highway’and
‘Humpty Sharma

Ki Dulhania’ to her credit, ac-
tor Alia Bhatt is now a house-
hold name in Bollywood. She
has not only carved a name
for herself in the film industry
but also made clear the kind
of films she wants to be asso-
ciated with.

Her latest release, ‘Kapoor
& Sons’emphasises the im-
portance of familial relation-
ships, and though Alia isn’t
the lead character, she is very
happy with her role. In a chat
with Ananya Revanna, she
talks about the film, the Bhatt
family and time travel...

Why did you decide to be a
part of the film?
Initially, many people won-
dered why I chose this film
because it doesn’t revolve
around me. People assume
that at this point in my career
I’d pick films that are all
about my character, but that’s
a big no-no for me. I’d rather
be a small part of a really
good film than a big part of a
bad film. What attracted to
me to this film is that it
doesn’t belong to one person,
it’s universal and relatable.

What was your take-away
from the film?
Everyone will take away a dif-
ferent message from the film
as each character has a story
to tell. What I took from it is
that one should be grateful
for their loved ones.

You’ve had a fun shoot...
Because it’s an ensemble cast
there was a lot of sitting
around and waiting (for an-
other person’s shoot to fin-
ish). And the weather didn’t
always compromise in
Coonoor, so we had a lot of
free time on our hands. We’d
play games throughout. In
fact it felt like in between the

games, we’d shoot and pro-
mote! It was a very interactive
set.

Tell us a bit about your
character, Tia Singh.
What I love about my char-
acter is that she’s com-
plete. Of course, there
was room for question-
ing and I took that as
a challenge. When I
initially read the
script, the character was
written in a simple way,
but I read in between
lines and decided, with
the help of Shakun (Ba-
tra, the director), to make
it richer. Tia is a happy,
fun and jovial girl who
constantly plays pranks.
She has some emotional
baggage and that’s what
makes her.

Are you anything like
Tia?
No, I’m not as jovial, but
I think I can be.

Talking about
‘Kapoor & Sons’,
what is the Bhatt
family like?
A bit crazy, simply
put (laughs). Every
family is crazy in its

own way but I think, we are a
bit more than the usual. All of

us are very dynamic, differ-
ent (yet similar) and highly
opinionated. And we com-

municate very passion-
ately.

A philosophy you
live by.
My mum told me
this for acting —
less is more — but I
apply it to every as-

pect of my life. And
my father recently
quoted Frank Sinatra:
‘The best revenge is
massive success’,
which is very inspir-
ing.

What are you most
passionate about?
My family, work and

animals.

Are you a vege-
tarian?

I am. I recently
turned. The only
meat I eat is
smoked salmon,

and I don’t count
that.

If you had a time machine...
I’d go back in time.

Would you change any-
thing?
Yes. When I was 8 years old, I
used to learn ballet, but I
stopped because the com-
mute was tiresome. But if I
had learnt it, I’d be a different
person now.

Why don’t you continue the
classes now?
I tried but I don’t have time.

Have you ever done any-
thing because of peer pres-
sure?
No. Never. I’m very strong in
the head. Whatever I’ve done,
I’ve wanted to.

“ Many
people
wondered
why I chose
this film
because it
doesn’t
revolve
around me. ”
Alia

“

‘I’m very strong
in the head’

CUTE
Alia

Bhatt


